
   
 

 1. Studio & Outdoor Session - $750 

       

        
  
 * 2-3 hrs. shooting time: in-studio session AND outdoor session 
 * 4-5 outfit changes/looks *Advance coaching/posing included                           
 * Digital downloads of ALL your best photos (Up to 50 Selects) 
 * Advanced Retouching included (2 additional change requests)  
 * Print package (includes 15 professional linen prints (b/w 3x5-8x10) 

 

2. Extended Headshot Session - $500  

      

     
 
* 1.5-2 hrs shooting time, 3 outfit changes/looks/ Indoor or Outdoor 
* Digital download of your best photos (15-20 Selects from 40-50 options 
* Advanced Retouching included for 10 images  
* Additional images can be purchased for $5 each (retouching included) 
* Print Package (includes 5-10 professional linen prints (b/w 3x5-8x10) 

 
  3. Portfolio Headshot Session - $350 

         

         
 
* 5 high-resolution digital downloads (from 10-15 Selects) 
* 45-60 min. of shooting time (after set-up, prep & coaching) 
* Photos will be processed/edited in Photoshop for optimal color,  
   brightness, contrast, clarity & white-balance   
* 2 outfits/looks for selects (please bring options)    
* Advanced retouching included (1 additional change request) 
* Addt’l images can be retouched &/or purchased for $5 each 
 

 4. Standard Headshot Session - $200 

       

       
 
* 2 high-resolution digital downloads (from 3-5 Selects) 
* 30 min. of shooting time (after set-up, prep & coaching) 
* Photos processed/edited in Photoshop for optimal color,  
   brightness, contrast, clarity, and white-balance 
* Only 1 outfit/look for selects (please bring several options) 
* Light blemish retouching (if needed) is also included �
* Addt’l images can be retouched for $10 each 



  
 
 

              

                         
 

Printing and comp-card design available.  Ask for details. 
 

Additional Information: 
 Discount information   

• Just need a simple headshot that will only take a few minutes?  
• Ask about group pricing!  If you can get 5 or more of your friends or co-workers to join in, everyone can get a great headshot session 

for approx. $100 (or less depending on your group size).  
• Group discounts only apply to headshot sessions completed on the same day or pre-scheduled consecutive days to fit in the entire 

group. 
Turnaround Time  

• Headshot clients can expect to receive their photos within 7-14 business days.  
• Please inquire about rush orders.   
• Please note: these times & rush order prices are subject to change during peak &/or holiday seasons. 

Delivery   
• Images are e-mailed or delivered via digital download from Jolie’s website.  
• You will be able to order prints at very reasonable/discounted prices from your private gallery.  

Payment  
• The balance is to be paid in full by the end of your session. Check or cash is preferred, credit card and PayPal are accepted.  
• Individual sessions require a $100 deposit to book. 

 
 

              



 
    

 
On-location/Travel 

• A travel & setup fee will be included with your quote.  
• Jolie is available for on-location shooting throughout Atlanta and the continental United States. 
• The local travel & setup fee will be b/w $50- $150 depending on distance, location of actual shoot, gear needed to bring & set up/take-

down, etc.  *Inquire about pricing for travel to multiple locations. 
 
General Retouching includes: 

• Teeth whitening, reducing/minimizing shadows, LIGHT removal of wrinkles, lines, blemishes, hair flyaways, and more. It's important, 
however, that your finished photo still looks like how you look today and great care is taken not to "over-retouch" the photo until it 
doesn't look natural anymore.  
 

Advanced Retouching for an additional charge includes:  
• (Additional charge) More advanced retouching or 2nd edits of all general retouching above PLUS minor shaping to address 

characteristics that people may not notice in person but become more noticeable in a photo (i.e. asymmetry, face &/or body shaping, 
glare from glasses, etc.) 

Have something else in mind? 
• If you'd like to discuss pricing for anything in addition to, less than, or different from the headshot sessions listed above, please contact 

Jolie..  She would be happy to speak with you about putting together a session that meets both your needs and budget. 
 

          
 

      
 

            
Actors and Models: Click here for more info 

 

Learn More About Jolie 
© Jolie Loren Photography 2017 

 



 
Tips for Perfect Headshots: Kids & Teens ~ Jolie Loren Photography

General Tips 
1. Keep it simple and age appropriate. 
2. Share expectations, intentions, and what kind of look you want 
3. Share how and where the photo will be used (so photos will be 

appropriate). 
4. Drink lots of water and be well rested. 
5. Arrive on time. There may be clients scheduled before/after you. 
6. Please call if you are running late or arriving early (may still be 

downstairs in studio). 
What to Wear   

7. Solid shirts are key. No frills, buttons, or patterns, Avoid big 
prints, busy patterns or anything shiny. 

8. Choices, Choices, Choices. Bring LOTS of shirts in LOTS of colors 
(you never know what may work in different locations & light.) 

9. Comfort is key! Bring clothes that make your child feel 
confident and happy. 

10. Have clothes ironed and on hangers. (Hollywood Mom says: 
Bring wrinkle release spray for touch ups!) 

11. Avoid too many hats and props. 
12. Bring at least one shirt that matches your child’s eye color. 

Greens, purples, golds, and oranges work really well with hazel 
or brown eyes. 

13. Save the best outfit for the middle of the shoot when your child 
has warmed up. 

14. Do a dress rehearsal! Try on outfits to check for fit, stains, and 
color, prior to your child’s photo session. 

15. Communicate which outfit you prefer but remain open to the 
photographer’s opinion on which colors and styles are best. 
(and again, bring choices!) 

16. Bring various colored tops - ideally darker than your skin tone 
17. Bring items with a variety of different sleeves 

 
What to Bring 

18. Your previous headshots (so we can improve) 
19. Sample headshots to help communicate the look you want 
20. Favorite Music (iPod/MP3 player, phone, thumb-drive) 
21. Various changes of clothing (see above) 
22. A fun & great attitude J 
23. Hair brush/comb, lip balm or light gloss 

 

Hair, Makeup & Jewelry Tips 
24. If ANY make-up is worn – it should be clean, natural & simple. 
25. Avoid shimmers or products with lots of sparkle, shine or frost 
26. Don't try new products or get a new hair cut just before the 

shoot- (may want to let it grow-in a bit or get used to new cut)  
27. Keep jewelry extremely simple - small is better & bring options! 
28. Avoid jewelry that would distract from your face or that looks 

dated or not-age appropriate 
29. Be stylish and fashionable, but remember the picture is about 

your face and not your clothes or jewelry  
 

Trends 
30. Headshot photographers are shooting closer than ever due to 

online casting that begins with thumbnail images. Take this 
into consideration when selecting outfits/hair/ make-up. 

31. In addition to theatrical and commercial looks, consider 
shooting more character-driven expressions to give your agent 
multiple looks to select from when submitting. 

32. Practice different poses, looks, expressions in the mirror &/or 
with friends/family.  

33. Remember, a quality headshot reflects that your child is a 
dedicated professional.  
 

When to Get Headshots 
34. Most children don’t need headshots before age five. 
35. Major changes to your child’s look, including growth spurts, 

mean it’s time for new headshots. 
 

Selecting Headshots 
36. A great headshot will look like you on their best day. 
37. Headshots should look like your child as they appear in the 

casting office. 
38. The eyes should be engaging and tell a story. You should be 

drawn to the image. 
39. The photo should be a high quality image with great lighting 

and perfect color. 
40. Re-touching should look natural. 
41. The image should “pop” and not look “flat.” 
42. The background should not distract from the child.

 


